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Abstract 

The more common use of instrumentation in impact testing opened up the possibility to apply 

fracture mechanics testing methods to polymers at moderately high impact rates. Tensile impact 

testing offers some advantages over the more common three-point bending and compact tension 

geometries. Most importantly the dynamic effects encountered at (moderately) high impact rates 

are less significant due to inherent damping within the specimens. Consequently, the fracture 

toughness can be determined directly from the force signal without having to employ more 

sophisticated instrumentation or more elaborate analysis. Despite some unresolved issues the first 

results on fracture mechanics based tensile impact testing are promising: the toughness values found 

are comparable to those found using other loading geometries and show less scatter. 

 

Highlights 

 The potential of instrumented tensile impact fracture testing was assessed 

 Up to 3.7 m/s it allows for K1C determination directly from load 

 Toughness values are comparable to those found using conventional geometries 

 Extension to even higher testing rates is open to further investigation 
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Nomenclature 

a Initial notch length 

b Fitting parameter in eq. (1) 

B Specimen thickness 

Cd Dilatational wave speed  

E Tensile modulus 

F(t) Fit of the experimental load-time trace according to ISO 17281 [5] 

FQ Load at initiation of the crack growth 

KIC Fracture toughness (critical stress intensity factor) 

KQ Provisional fracture toughness 

m Fitting parameter in eq. (1) 

n Fitting parameter in eq. (1) 

t Time 

t0 Fitting parameter in eq. (1) 

Y Geometrical factor (a function of notch length and specimen width) 

w Half of the width of a DE(T) specimen 

W Specimen width 

Greek symbols 

ν Poisson’s ratio 

ρ Density 

 

1 Introduction 

The development of force acquisition instrumentation for impact tests made it possible to determine 

fracture mechanics based properties of materials at impact rates [1,2]. The more common use of 

these instrumented impact tests on polymers has resulted in ISO 17281 [3-5], a standard describing a 

procedure to determine the fracture toughness of polymers following fracture mechanics and using 

instrumentation which nowadays is commonplace. Traditional as well as fracture mechanics based 

impact tests are mostly carried out in bending geometries, such as Charpy, Izod, three-point bending 

(SE(B)) and  compact tension (C(T)). Compared to the amount of published research on these bending 



impact geometries, reports on instrumented tensile impact loading are hardly found in literature [6]. 

This is a remarkable observation considering the (possible) advantages of the tensile loading 

geometry. Firstly, the distance between the impact point and the notch can be largely varied at will. 

Secondly, during impact tests in the bending geometries the force is measured at the striker 

(upstream of the notch) in most cases. At impact the force fluctuations are most severe due to the 

contact stiffness and inertia effects (causing for example loss of contact). The force measured at the 

striker, can therefore differ significantly from the resulting stress wave which travels through the 

specimen [7,8]. Additional analyses using for example a lumped (mass/spring/dashpot) model [9,10] 

might therefore be required to translate the measured signal to the stress at the notch. Tensile 

impact testing easily offers the possibility to measure the force downstream (at the side where the 

specimen is fixed), which could reduce the problem. For a Charpy-wise or three-point bending setup 

downstream force measurement would either require force cells at the supports (out of the notch 

plane) or a construction commonly found in Hopkinson bar type setups [11]. Moreover, loss of 

contact can occur at the striker and at the supports [7,8,12], complicating the analysis to extract the 

stress state at the notch for Charpy or three point bending setups. Thirdly, impact tests at increasing 

impact rates can give rise to a considerable amount of dynamic effects caused by contact and inertia 

effects, wave propagation etc. These dynamic effects can have the result that fracture parameters 

cannot be determined directly from the measured force signal, even if damping is applied at the 

point of impact. This problem can be circumvented by reverting to measuring the time-to-fracture 

instead of the load at fracture initiation and analysing the test results via the Dynamic Key Curve 

(DKC) method [13-15] for higher impact speeds. This method does, however, have the drawback that 

the modulus of the material should be known for the applied displacement rate. For bending 

geometries DKC should already be applied at impact speeds above 1 m/s [13,14,16]. For tensile 

impact testing, however, the load signal oscillations brought about by the dynamics of the test are 

damped by the intrinsic dissipation capacity of the specimen itself. Therefore, the application of 

mechanical dampers is less critical for viscoelastic materials, such as polymers. Consequently, the 

fracture parameters can potentially be directly determined from the measured force up to higher 

impact speeds. How far one can go above 1 m/s, without or with the help of a mechanical damping 

device placed at a suitable position, remains to be ascertained. 

Aim of the present work is to assess the robustness of fracture mechanics based tensile impact 

testing using an instrumented impact pendulum. After a verification of the force measurement using 

a high speed camera and specimens equipped with strain gauges, several instrumental and/or test 

specimen parameters were individually varied. Three different polymers, with different levels of 

inherent visco-elastic damping, were tested: poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(vinylchloride) 

(PVC) and a high-density polyethylene (HDPE). This first assessment of the robustness of 

instrumented tensile impact testing is concluded by comparing some of the fracture toughness 

results to values reported in literature by others on similar materials using other loading geometries.  

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Materials and specimen preparation 

The three materials used in the present study are: a PMMA cast sheet (Repsol glass from Arkema, 

France) with a thickness of 2±0.1 mm, a rigid PVC sheet (produced by Mazzucchelli S.p.A, Italy) with a 

thickness of 4.6±0.05 mm and a 2% carbon black filled HDPE sheet (produced by Hoechst, Germany) 



with a thickness of 5.05±0.05 mm. The plates were cut in strips with a diamond saw, then milled to 

the appropriate width and length. A hole with a diameter of 6 mm was drilled in the tensile impact 

specimens for the pendulum impact machine by employing a fixture ensuring correct positioning of 

the hole. Subsequently, a notch was milled at each (long) side, using a broach like apparatus (CEAST 

Notchvis) equipped with a replacement blade of a Stanley knife having a tip radius of approximately 

3 μm. No subsequent pre-cracking procedure was applied at the notch tips as the notches are 

considered as being “sharp” enough for the materials under test.  Stop blocks are used to ensure that 

the notches are perpendicular to the side and oppose each other. The resulting double edge notched 

(DE(T)) specimen geometry is shown in Figure 1. After notching the PMMA and PVC specimens are 

tempered for 30 minutes at 112 C and 92 °C respectively to remove any residual stresses applied 

during specimen preparation and to erase any physical ageing history. Strain gauges (steel 120 Ω 

0,6/120LY11 strain gauges by HBM) were glued on some of the specimens to assess the strain during 

testing. 

2.2 Experimental setup 

All tensile impact tests were carried out on a CEAST impact testing pendulum (6545/000), equipped 

with a tensile testing fixture (CEAST M 1303 6547.919) and connected to CEAST DAS 8000 data 

acquisition system, which offers an acquisition frequency of 2 MHz. A photograph of the setup used 

throughout the present study is shown in Figure 2. The specimens are installed with the hole at the 

side of the fixed crosshead with a bolt that clamps the specimen between two ridged steel plates. 

Bolt and hinge are expected to allow for minor alignment corrections during experiments. The 

movable crosshead is attached to the other side of the specimen with two bolts. The torque used to 

clamp both sides is kept constant using a torque wrench. After some initial testing, the required 

amount of torque was determined to be 5 Nm. On the surfaces where the pendulum hammer strikes 

the movable crosshead a layer of silicon grease is applied to damp some of the dynamic effects 

caused by contact stiffness and inertia. The silicon grease layer was applied with a thickness of 0.1 

mm (unless otherwise stated) with the use of an aluminium window frame. The pendulum machine is 

capable of testing up to impact speeds of 3.7 m/s.  

The quasi-static tests were carried out on a Zwick Z5.0 universal mechanical testing machine 

equipped with a 2.5 kN load cell.  

All tests were carried out at room temperature. 

2.3 Fracture toughness evaluation 

The fracture toughness (KIC) of the tensile impact specimens was determined from the load at 

fracture initiation extracted from the measured load-time trace by applying the procedure set out in 

the ISO 17281 standard [5], to which the reader is referred for details. For the purposes of the 

present paper it is sufficient to recall that the procedure to identify fracture initiation involves the 

following steps: 

 Fitting the recorded load-time trace to  the equation 

nttbttmtF )()()( 00  , (1) 



where F is the load, t is time and b, n, m and t0 are fit parameters. This is a smoothing 

procedure aimed at filtering out oscillations in the load trace to find a “baseline” which, in 

principle, should be the equivalent of a quasi-static load trace, but at higher loading rate, the 

effect of dynamics being purged; 

 Determining the fracture initiation load (FQ)  by the standard 5%/Max criterion [17] using the 

fitted curve instead of the actual load-time trace ; 

 Verifying that the original load-time trace, between FQ and FQ/2, is confined in the envelope 

defined by the two curves  F(t)+0.05 FQ and F(t)-0.05 FQ. If the experimentally recorded force 

trace does not fall into this 10% envelope, oscillations are deemed  to be too large for the fit 

to be an acceptable representation of what the system response would be in the absence of 

dynamic effects. In that case the method set out by ISO 17281 cannot be applied. 

Quasi-static tests results were reduced by applying the procedure given by the relevant ISO standard 

(ISO 13586 [17]) except for the different test configuration (DE(T) instead of SE(B) or C(T)). In both 

the dynamic and the quasi-static case the load at initiation of the crack growth (FQ) is used to 

calculate a provisional value of fracture toughness (KQ) according to: 
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where B is the thickness of the specimen, W is the width of the specimen, a the initial notch depth 

and Y a geometrical factor characteristic of the test configuration. For the DE(T) case an expression 

provided by Benthem and Koiter as reported by Rooke et al. [18] and valid for a/w≤0.7 is used here: 
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The w is defined as half of the width of the DE(T) specimen, W, as the DE(T) specimen contains two 

notches.  

3 Results 

3.1 Stress wave propagation 

Upon impact, the stress wave travels through the specimen, the stress at the notches increases up to 

the point where the stress intensity at the notch tips reaches its critical value and fracture occurs. In 

the meantime the stress wave has travelled further and reached the fixed crosshead and force cell. 

Part of the stress wave will be reflected from this side. It depends on the stress wave propagation 

speed whether reflection reaches the notched cross-section before or after fracture has occurred at 

the crack tip. One specimen of each material was equipped with two strain gauges attached on the 

top part of the specimen: one between the moving crosshead and the notches (upstream) and one 

between the notches and the fixed crosshead (downstream), as represented in Figure 3 (left). The 

specimens were tested at an initial impact velocity of 1 m/s and with 0.1 mm of silicon grease placed 

on the moving crosshead surface where the striker hits the crosshead. The strain gauge signals 

measured on the PMMA specimen are shown in Figure 3 (left) along with the measured force signal. 



Combining strain gauge and force signals yields an estimate for the modulus of 5.1 GPa for PMMA, of 

3.1 GPa for PVC and 1.6 GPa for HDPE, which are in the range of literature data by others [19-22]. 

The delay of the downstream strain gauge signal when compared with the signal of the one 

upstream set a distance of about 43 mm apart is about 18.5 s, indicating a stress wave propagation 

speed of about 2300 m/s. The dilatational wave speed (Cd) for the plane strain and plane stress 

situation are given by [23]:  

plane strain:  
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plane stress: 
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In these equations E is the tensile modulus, ρ the density (1200 kg/m3 for PMMA) and ν the Poisson’s 

ratio (0.34 for PMMA). Using the previously found value for the modulus shows that the measured 

wave speed is in between the theoretical plane strain (Cd=2560 m/s) and plane stress (Cd=2190 m/s) 

situations. At this propagation speed the stress wave will travel through the unclamped part of the 

specimen in about 20 s, which is a much shorter time than the 400 to 1000 s testing time (time-to-

fracture). Hence, during the test the stress wave will travel back and forth along the specimen many 

times, a situation which is not dissimilar from a quasi-static case. 

It can also be observed in Figure 3 (left) that the two strain gauge signals, besides being shifted 

somewhat apart, are a bit different in magnitude during the loading phase: this might be interpreted 

as indicative of some bending of the two specimen halves in opposite vertical direction. The 

behaviour of the two signals after breaking (consider the longer wavelength oscillations indicated by 

the arrows) would support this interpretation. 

Another PMMA specimen was equipped with two strain gauges attached to the top and bottom, as 

indicated in Figure 3 (right). Again some difference in magnitude between the two strain gauge 

signals is observed during the test (loading phase): the strain gauge attached to the top gives a larger 

signal than the one from the one at the bottom, indicating the presence of a strain gradient through 

the specimen thickness. This suggests that some bending occurs during testing, with the top of the 

specimen stretched more than the bottom. After fracture, in the absence of any tensional force, the 

opposite occurs in the half-specimen clamped to the fixed crosshead: the strain gauge attached to its 

top indicates an oscillating, but fully negative, i.e. compressive, tensile strain. The one at its bottom 

indicates an oscillating but fully positive tensile strain, and the two oscillate in phase, which would 

correspond to an opposite flexure. 

This bending might be caused by a misalignment of the impact surface of the movable crosshead 

with respect to the impact surface of the striker on the pendulum. From the difference in the two 

strain gauge signals at fracture, a maximum bending strain of 0.06% can be estimated in the un-

notched cross-sections of the specimen. Using E=5.1 GPa, a corresponding extra bending stress  

(positive at the top surface of the specimen and negative at the bottom one, away from the notches) 

in the order of 3 MPa at fracture can be deduced. This would mean a significant contribution as the 

‘applied’ tensile stresses are in the order of 15 MPa for PMMA at fracture. 



This speculation is perhaps misleading, since if such a bending indeed occurs it should entail the 

effect of a slant crack front with fracture starting at one end of the crack front (where the bending 

stress is higher), a fact which has not been generally observed. Nevertheless, a more in depth 

investigation on the possible occurrence of bending is required in future work. 

3.2 Significance of the force measurement 

It is of crucial importance to pinpoint the force at which the crack growth initiates, in order to 

determine the fracture resistance of polymers. Unfortunately, under even moderately high impact 

rates the forces acting on the specimen at the tip of the initial crack can be measured directly only by 

using techniques rather sophisticated such as caustics [8], digital image correlation [24], etc. which 

are not readily available to the ordinary laboratory and this would make the method unsuited for a 

standard usage. Instead the force is recorded more downstream, at the fixed crosshead, here. The 

stress wave therefore has to travel through part of the specimen and in the fixed clamp before it is 

measured at the force cell. Hence the measured force may differ from the one actually acting at the 

crack plane (see e.g. [8]).  

An ad hoc experiment was devised to check whether the force measured at the cell, i.e. away from 

the crack, is nevertheless a good indication of the stress that causes crack initiation. Three specimens 

with two pairs of notches were tested. The double notch which is encountered first by the stress 

wave is located at exactly the same position as in the regular DE(T) specimen geometry shown in 

Figure 1, i.e. midway between the two clamps. The second set of notches was located at 15 mm 

distance from the first set, downstream. The force displacement curves of these tests prove to be 

very similar to the curves measured on regular DE(T) specimens, with only a slight increase of the 

compliance, as expected. The specimen fractured at the first set of notches encountered by the 

stress wave and the stress wave propagating beyond that was still of such intensity that a crack was 

initiated at one of the two notches of the second pair, although it did not propagate all the way 

through. This occurred in all the three specimens tested. A microscopic image of one of these 

initiated (and then arrested) cracks at the second set of notches is shown in Figure 4. 

3.3 Check-up of test specimen setting 

A typical result of three impact test replicates is given in Figure 5. It is demonstrated that the load 

trace during fracturing is quite reproducible. Furthermore, even the post-mortem force fluctuation 

proves to be very reproducible and not just erratic, as has also been observed for three point 

bending, SE(B), impact tests [10].1 

Close examination of the fracture surface of impacted specimens reveals that within the short period 

of impacting a crack grows at both notches of the specimens. In most cases one of the cracks grows 

more rapidly and the two cracks merge somewhere on the left or right side of the specimen. In some 

                                                           
1
 The thickness of the plates from which the specimens were taken out varied somewhat, up to 10 % for 

PMMA, from plate to plate, which obviously has its effect on the measured force values. In the graphical 

representation of the recorded force versus time traces the force is therefore normalized with respect to the 

specimen cross-section area BW, i.e. it is reported as engineering stress (=F/(BW)) throughout most of this 

paper.  



cases, about one out of five, the merging of the crack fronts does occur just in the centre of the 

specimen, like the specimen shown in Figure 6. Unlike what would be expected if bending of the 

specimen contributes significantly to fracture, the cracks do not appear to initiate at the top or 

bottom of the notches in the specimen. The conical markings indicate that the direction of the crack 

propagation is mainly horizontal towards the merging [23], the vertical line on the surface, and that 

these cracks approach from both sides. Where for the other cases the cracks do not merge at the 

centre, still they do initiate at both sides (as also supported by the visibility of conical markings in 

both directions). The fact that a crack propagates from both sides indicates a proper alignment of the 

specimen and proper alignment of the opposing notches of the specimens. The conical markings are 

a result of secondary micro-crack initiation at some defects ahead of the primary crack, due to the 

high triaxial tensile stress levels reached ahead of the crack [23]. These micro-cracks tend to be at a 

different plane as the primary crack, typically in the order of 1 μm above or below the primary crack 

plane. Coalescence of these cracks leaves a conical marking. The fracture surface encountered here 

contains about 20 markings per mm2, which is a lot lower than the marking density observed by 

Ravi-Chandar for PMMA [23], but in the same order as observations by Cotterell [25]. Both authors 

argue that the density of the markings increase with an increase in stress intensity. The same is 

observed here; the density of markings increases towards the merging of the left and right crack 

path. 

3.4 Damping 

Tests that are conducted at moderate to high impact speeds are known to show an increasing 

influence of dynamic effects. Despite the inherent, internal damping effect of the viscoelastic 

behaviour of the polymeric specimen itself in tensile impact testing, dynamic effects can still occur 

and can make the data analysis more difficult. Applying some external damping by cushioning the 

initial contact between the striker and the movable crosshead with a highly viscous material can, 

however, suppress or reduce to a large extent these dynamic effects, just as in the case of the 

bending impact testing [5,6]. Also in the case of tensile impact testing care should be taken not to 

exaggerate the amount of external damping as this might alter the impact response of the specimen. 

In this study the amount of external damping material applied on the movable crosshead has been 

varied and its effect was tested at the worst-case scenario: impact tests at maximum initial 

pendulum speed (3.7 m/s). The influence of damping is shown in Figure 7 (left). The effect of the use 

of a layer of silicon grease of 0.1 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.6 mm thickness is compared with the case of a test 

performed without the use of any external damping material.  

It is interesting to observe that, even when no damping is applied externally, the recorded force trace 

is rather smooth, without substantial fluctuations. Only a hump appears on the raising portion of the 

loading curve: this is obviously the manifestation of a residual upward fluctuation (above the “true” 

momentary value of the force, as it would appear in the absence of any dynamic effect), followed by 

a minor downward fluctuation (below the “true” value of the momentary force, as it would appear in 

the absence of any dynamic effect). It is worth noting that failure, indicated by the load dropping 

after its maximum, occurred here while the force signal was in a downward fluctuation: the 

‘apparent’ value of the load at failure is therefore lower than the “true” critical load, in this case. The 

opposite would be the case, of course, if failure occurred while the force fluctuation was in one of its 

upward fluctuations. 



When, by applying the external damping, the force fluctuations are fully suppressed the thickness of 

the silicon grease damping pad shows no notable influence on the maximum load: this gives credit to 

the identification of the fracture initiation point, and thus on the determination of the critical load, 

based on force records of this kind. 

The thickness of the layer has a marked influence on the time-to-failure: as the thickness is increased 

the force measured at the load cell increases more gradually and time to fracture increases (Figure 7 

left). Shifting the four curves such that the maximum stresses coincide (shown in Figure 7 right) 

reveals that after the damping material is squeezed out and full contact has been established 

between the striker and the moving crosshead, the stress versus time curve is no more influenced by 

the original thickness of the damping layer. Apparently the amount of damping is not critical and a 

layer of silicon grease of 0.1 mm thickness appears sufficient to get the desired result on the stress 

versus time curve and so was used for all other tests conducted during this study.  

3.5 Pendulum speed 
 
By changing the initial angle of the pendulum impact-testing machine, the speed at which the tensile 

bar is impacted can be easily varied, be it only over a limited range. Using initial angles of 16, 31, 

63, 103 and 150, initial impact speeds of 0.53 m/s, 1.0 m/s, 2.0 m/s, 3.0 m/s and 3.7 m/s, 

respectively were applied. The speed of the pendulum at impact was verified with the use of a high 

speed camera. The decrease in speed during impact, both determined by image processing and by 

integration of the force signal, was found to be well below the 5% (which is the maximum acceptable 

deceleration according to the ISO standard [5]) in all cases. 

The influence of initial speed of the pendulum on the stress versus time trace of PMMA specimens is 

shown in Figure 8 (left). With an increase in initial pendulum speed both the time-to-failure and the 

maximum stress decreases, which is in agreement with the generally accepted observation that the 

fracture toughness decreases with increasing loading rates. If the stress is plotted against 

displacement (the almost constant impact speed allows for simple multiplication with initial 

pendulum speed) as is done in Figure 8 (right), the initial slope of the traces appear to be nearly 

identical over the range of testing speeds used. This is in accordance with the fact that the rate of 

displacement is varied less than one decade in a region where the modulus of PMMA does not 

change drastically. 

3.6 Notch length 

The influence of initial notch length is investigated for all materials by varying it from 1.5 mm up to 

3.5 mm, resulting in notch length/specimen width ratios (a/w) ranging from 0.3 up to 0.7. The 

specimens were all tested with an initial pendulum velocity of 1 m/s. The resulting fracture 

toughness is plotted against the a/w ratio in Figure 9. Strikingly, the experimental data show some 

dependence on the notch length, with fracture toughness apparently decreasing with increasing 

notch depth over the a/w range explored. This behaviour was observed for all three materials. Using 

different geometrical functions such as those presented in [26] and [27] did not give significantly 

different results. 

Additional PMMA specimens were tested to extend the range of a/w ratios and check the 

unexpected influence of the notch length. These tests were carried out at both 1 m/s and at 0.1 



mm/s (quasi-static) crosshead displacement rate. The resulting fracture toughness values are shown 

in Figure 10. The results for quasi-static rate (Figure 10, right) are in line with those obtained on the 

same material in another work using three-point-bending (SE(B)) tests [28]. 

The impact results (Figure 10 left) show some kind of parabolic behaviour passing through a 

maximum with a/w now varying over a wider range. At variance, the quasi-static results (Figure 10, 

right) do not show this kind of influence. This observation suggests that the influence of the a/w ratio 

is related to some dynamic effect and/or to the experimental setup, but clearly not to the specimen 

geometry.  

The effect of decreasing the apparent toughness with increasing notch depth could be caused by 

some spurious bending moments, acting in the specimen plane or in the plane normal to it and to the 

crack growth direction, as the ones presumed in section 3.1. However, an additional bending 

moment is expected to reduce the perceived toughness when crack length is increased, as it would 

reduce the bending stiffness of the specimen. This hypothesis could thus justify only the right-hand 

side of the curved trend in Figure 10 left. The trend passing through a maximum suggests that there 

must be another opposite effect prevailing in the short crack length range. 

Whether this is again related to some unknown feature of the experimental setup or to the dynamics 

of the test is something requiring further investigation. 

3.7 Materials comparison 

The influence of test speed was also measured for PVC and PE. The resulting stress versus time traces 

are shown in Figure 11. A similar behaviour to that of PMMA (Figure 8) was observed: decreasing 

time-to-failure and decreasing maximum stress with increasing pendulum velocity. The time-to-

failure is, however, significantly higher for the PE specimens. Furthermore, for some of the 

measurements on PVC and PE conducted at an initial pendulum speed of 1 m/s, the LEFM criteria as 

prescribed by ISO 13586 [17] (to which ISO 17281 refers in this regard) are not met. This clearly 

suggests an increase in ductility with decreasing impact rate and displays a lower impact rate 

boundary for the applicability of the fracture toughness tests based on LEFM to somewhat more 

ductile materials such as PVC and PE with the investigated geometry. The relevant ”invalid” 

measurements were disregarded from further analysis. 

Looking at the fracture surface of the PVC and PE specimens, depicted in Figure 12, it shows that 

both PVC and PE display a mostly brittle fracture surface near the notches (thus at initiation). The 

shear lips at the top and bottom centre of the PE specimen show that with the growth of the cracks, 

plane stress conditions become more and more relevant for PE. As this study only focuses on the 

fracture initiation, this ductile contribution to the crack growth is of less importance here.  

The mode I fracture toughness of the three materials as determined at the various speeds is shown 

in Figure 13 (left). As already stated, not all tests on PVC and PE at lower impact speeds comply with 

the data reduction and LEFM conditions as prescribed in ISO 17281 and ISO 13586, respectively. Only 

the fracture toughness values of the tests that do comply are reported in Figure 13. Three 

measurements were carried out at each velocity, resulting only in a small scatter in KIC values. The 

fracture toughness appears to decrease with increasing pendulum velocity for all three materials. 

This result is perfectly in line, for the range of speeds investigated, with the results obtained in a 



round-robin performed by members of the Technical Committee 4 of the European Structural 

Integrity Society (reported in [29]). The results are comparable not only qualitatively, but also 

quantitatively. In the following discussion section a further comparison with fracture toughness 

results as measured with different loading geometries (from the literature) is given. 

It is worth remarking that, because of the differences in time-dependent modulus in polymers, it 

makes a difference whether their rate-dependent behaviour is compared under conditions of same 

loading rate (or stress intensity rate here), or load-point displacement rate (i.e. pendulum velocity 

here) or time (time-to-fracture here). To illustrate this effect, the fracture toughness of the materials 

under investigation is plotted against the corresponding time-to-fracture initiation in Figure 13 

(right). When comparing the materials this way, PE shows lower fracture toughness for comparable 

failure times, whereas PMMA and PVC hardly differ. For all materials the fracture toughness 

increases with failure time, in line, at least for the range of test speeds investigated here, with the 

results reported in [29]. 

4 Discussion 

The relatively large distance the stress wave has to travel from the crack section to the load cell 

raises the question whether the force measured by the load cell is a sufficiently close approximation 

of the force acting at the crack section. The outcome of the experiment with sets of two double 

notches indicates that the force is rather constant along the specimen, as it would be in the case of a 

quasi-static test, at least up to the half distance from the specimen mid-cross-section to the fixed 

cross-head (where the load cell is). This is considered a good indication that the force measured at 

the load cell location is close to the one acting in the specimen and thus the data analysis scheme as 

set out by ISO 17281 [5] should apply to the test. 

A more stringent verification, obtained from an experiment with the second pair of notches placed 

closer to the load cell, was not attempted because edge effects could have come into play. 

The result of KIC  apparently depending on the a/w ratio (Fig. 9 and 10 left) is rather disturbing. The 

fact that the dependence is shown by all materials tested, which were of different thicknesses, 

makes us think that this result is not related to bending moments acting across the specimen width, 

which would be caused by a misalignment of the upper and lower parts of the movable crosshead 

(see Fig. 2). Rather, they could be related to bending moments acting across the specimen thickness, 

which could arise due to a rotation of the movable crosshead around the specimen thickness 

direction, resulting in the hammer hitting one crosshead side before the other. There is, however, 

evidence [30] that a misalignment of that kind would result in a typical shape of the load trace with a 

low initial stiffness followed by a relatively long plateau before the final load increase leading to 

fracture: nothing like that was observed here. Furthermore, if such a misalignment was present, 

fracture would not be expected to initiate at both crack tips of the DE(T) specimens as was observed 

and described in 3.3. Further studies are therefore required to find out the actual physical 

background of the observed dependency. 

Notwithstanding the two issues above, instrumented tensile impact testing does seem to be a 

valuable technique to determine the fracture toughness of polymers at relatively high loading rates, 

namely higher than the conventional testing speed of 1 m/s covered by ISO 17281. As a matter of 



fact even under the highest testing speed conditions used here (3.7 m/s) fracture toughness can be 

directly determined from the recorded force signal. 

Results obtained in this study are comparable with results obtained using different methods and 

different loading configurations. An example is displayed in Figure 14 where literature data on PVC 

from Major & Lang [16] are reproduced. They include data at impact speeds higher than 1 m/s, 

determined by the DKC method [11-13]. Both the values and the slope of the fracture toughness vs. 

loading rate agree within a reasonable experimental scatter.  

It is noteworthy that while for the measurements on the bending configurations other methods such 

as the DKC method had to be employed at the higher rates, because the load traces were unusable 

from above 1 m/s [29, 31], the force measurements from tensile impact tests can still be analysed 

with the same scheme set out in ISO 17281, at least up to 3.7 m/s (the maximum speed that could be 

explored in this study using a standard pendulum impact-testing machine). It remains to be explored 

if this limit can be increased further since the oscillations in the load signal are still rather contained 

at 3.7 m/s. With reference to the verification part of the data reduction procedure (section 2.3) 

prescribed in ISO 17281, it is to be observed that the oscillations fell not just in the ±5% envelope (i.e. 

between the two curves given by F(t)±0.05FQ), but within a narrower ±2% envelope up to 2 m/s and 

within roughly a ±3% envelope at 3.7 m/s. Without further experiments or the use of a predictive 

model of the test it would of course be hypothetical to forecast how much further the speed could 

be raised, but some possibility exists. 

In addition to fracture toughness expressed in terms of the critical stress intensity factor, Kc, (linear 

elastic) fracture mechanics testing methods often consider the determination of fracture toughness 

in terms of the critical energy release rate, Gc, in an independent way, i.e. not from Kc and the 

modulus E via the relationship G=K2/E. That is generally carried out through methods involving the 

measurement of the energy up to fracture via integration of the load-displacement curve. This is the 

case of ISO 17281 [5], ISO 13586 [17] and ASTM D 5045 [32]. In the cited standards the method is a 

multi-specimen one, prescribing to test specimens differing in the a/w ratio and to get Gc from the 

slope of an energy vs. a/w plot. 

Generally, corrections for the compliance of the measuring system and other spurious energy 

contributions need to be applied if the displacements are not directly measured with an external 

device (optical for instance). The above referenced standards describe a calibration technique meant 

to take into account indentation of the loading pins (on SE(B) and C(T) specimens) and machine and 

damper compliance; the calibration procedure involves tests to be run on un-cracked samples.  

For the tensile impact setup considered herein a direct measurement of the movable clamp 

displacement is impractical, as the C-shaped striker hides both the specimen and the moving 

crosshead, during the test. On the other hand a procedure for the compliance calibration of the 

testing system for such a setup has not yet been devised. An effective calibration procedure should 

also take into account the possible indentation of the screw tightening the specimen at the fixed 

crosshead and, at the same time, it should be performed on a specimen of negligible tensile 

compliance (e.g. as short as possible) with respect to the compliance of the measuring system. This is 

left as a refinement for future work. 

5 Conclusions 



The goal of the research presented was to assess whether instrumented tensile impact testing is a 

robust method to determine the fracture toughness of polymers at rates around and above 1 m/s, 

which is the conventional ‘moderately high rate’ covered by ISO 17281, using the extension of the 

quasi-static data-analysis scheme proposed therein. The results are very promising as measurements 

on multiple specimens have nearly identical force-time traces and the dynamic effects prove to be 

less critical even at higher test speeds than for bending geometries. Consequently the fracture 

toughness can be determined directly from the recorded load, even for the highest impact speeds 

tested here (3.7 m/s) and by applying only limited damping. The resulting toughness values are 

comparable with those found in literature and measured using different methods (e.g. via time-to-

fracture and DKCs) or other loading configurations. 

Further research work is needed, however, to clarify the possible occurrence of bending during 

tensile impact testing and to explain the observed influence of the notch length on the fracture 

toughness determination. Finite element simulations, even in a static framework, may provide 

indications on how much the bending moment is contributing to, or modifying, the stress intensity 

factor at varying crack length. A similar study on a different geometry, namely the single edge notch 

tensile (SE(T)), with a very different bending stiffness, may prove useful in identifying the cause of 

the observed dependence of KIC on a/w. 

Larger pendulums or drop tower instruments using a tensile impact fixture are necessary to assess 

the applicability and the robustness of this test method up to even higher test speeds than tested in 

this work (3.7 m/s): at present the upper speed limit cannot be predicted. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1 Geometry of the tensile impact specimen, with a as the notch length (2.5 mm in all cases, 

unless stated otherwise). 

 
Figure 2 Photograph of the experimental setup used for the tensile impact tests. 

 

 
Figure 3 Strain gauge and force cell signals of tensile impact tests on PMMA specimens equipped 

with two strain gauges in two different configurations: one upstream and downstream (left) and 

downstream on the top and bottom of the specimen (right). The tests were carried out at an initial 

pendulum velocity of 1 m/s with 0.1 mm thick silicon grease damping pads. 



 

 

Figure 4 Schematic representation of specimens with a double pair of notches and a photograph of 

the second pair of notches in a PMMA specimen after test (at 1 m/s). 

 

 

Figure 5 Stress signal versus time for three PMMA specimens tested at 1 m/s with 0.1 mm thick 

silicon grease damping pads. 

  



 

Figure 6 Fracture surface of a PMMA specimen tested at 1 m/s. 

 

Figure 7 Stress signal for PMMA specimens tested at 3.7 m/s with silicon grease damping pads of 

different thicknesses, as indicated in the inset . Time axis with the origin at the start of the test (left) 

and at the time of maximum stress (right) for the sake of comparison. 

 

Figure 8 Stress versus time (left) and versus displacement (right) for PMMA specimens tested at 

different initial pendulum velocities, using 0.1 mm thick silicon grease damping pads.  

  



 

Figure 9 Fracture toughness as measured at 1 m/s using PMMA, PVC and PE specimens with different 

initial notch lengths (a).  

 

Figure 10 Fracture toughness of PMMA specimens with different initial notch lengths (a) as measured 

at 1 m/s (left) and at a quasi-static velocity of 0.1 mm/s (right). 

 

Figure 11 Stress versus time for PVC (left) and PE (right) specimens tested at different initial 

pendulum velocities, using 0.1 mm thick silicon grease damping pads. 



 

Figure 12 Fracture surface of a PVC (left) and a PE (right) specimen after testing at 1 m/s. 

 

Figure 13 Fracture toughness versus initial pendulum velocity (left) and versus time-to-failure (right) 

for PMMA, PVC and PE. 

 

Figure 14 Fracture toughness versus loading rate (expressed as stress intensity factor rate) for PVC. 

The results determined in this study (full circles) are compared with results obtained by Major & Lang 

with different methods and geometries [14, figure 11]. SE(B) means standard fracture mechanics 

three-point-bending specimens. “Charpy” means SE(B) specimens with Charpy dimensions. “Charpy 

DKC” means measurements on SE(B) specimens with Charpy dimensions analysed with the DKC 

method, because of the higher impact rates. (Note: Only the low rate data below KIC =6  MPa·m1/2 are 

shown here. According to [14] their data for dKI/dt < 4·102 MPa·m1/2·s-1 circa do not qualify as 

admissible according to standard LEFM criteria) 


